Cortical representation of dermatomes: MEG-derived maps after tactile stimulation.
Mechanical stimulation of skin receptors is known to evoke cortical responses arising from the somatosensory cortex. Here we present a magnetoencephalographic (MEG) study where dermatomal somatosensory-evoked fields (DSSEFs) were recorded after mechanical stimulation of sacral (S1), lumbar (L3), thoracic (Th7), and cervical (C4) dermatomes in three healthy volunteers. All MEG measurements were repeated in order to test the replicability of the results. DSSEFs were successfully measured and modeled in all three participants. The topography and temporal dynamics of cortical responses derived after stimulation of each dermatome are described. We found that cortical-evoked responses can be reliably recorded using MEG after mechanical stimulation of dermatomes when a sufficiently large skin region within the dermatome is stimulated. Primary sensory cortex response (SI) to each of the four dermatomes was replicable and showed stability over time. The MEG-derived individual maps of activation confirm the somatotopic representation of dermatomes in primary sensory cortex and the utility of MEG recordings in disentangling the interactions between primary and secondary sensory cortex during somatic perception.